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IN THE COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL  SESSIONS JUDGE 
SONITPUR :: TEZPUR

         Criminal  Appeal  No. 9 (S-2) 2011

Sri Naresh Ch. Nath   …..      Accused Appellant.

                                -   Versus  -

       
State of Assam          ….     Respondent.

        Present :    Mrs. M. Nandi, AJS,
                                     Addl. Sessions Judge,
                                     Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Appearance  :

For  the  Appellant   :     Mr. P.Ch. Sarma,
               Advocate.

                                                        
 
For the State         :    Mr. H.P.Sedai,

     Addl.Public Prosecutor. 

                                                     
Date of  argument:   01-01-2012.

   Date of judgment :    21-01-2012.

                       J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T

1. This   appeal   is  directed   U/s.  374  of  Cr.P.C 

against  the  judgment  and  order  dated  03-03-2011  passed 

by   learned  Sub-Divisional   Judicial   Magistrate  (S), 

Tezpur   ,  Sonitpur  in   G.R.   Case  No.  1422/2009  under 
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section 279/338 of I.P.C.   sentencing  the  accused/appellant 

Naresh Ch. Nath  to  pay a fine of Rs.500/- under section 

279 IPC and  in  default to undergo S.I for 1 month and also 

to  pay a fine  of  Rs.  500/-   u/s.  338 of  IPC in default  to 

undergo S.I for 1 month.    

2. The facts leading to th case is as follows :- 

On  the  basis  of  an  FIR  lodged  by  one  Nitu 

Mech,  S/O Sri  Putul  Mech  on  07-08-2009,  the  police  of 

Tezpur P.S.    registered a case bearing No. Tezpur PS Case 

No. 728/2009 U/s. 279/338 of IPC and after completion of 

investigation  chargesheet  has  been  submitted  against  the 

accused/appellant  before  the  learned  Cheif  Judicial 

Magistrate,  Sonitpur,  Tezpur  and  the  said  PS  Case 

corresponding to GR Case NO. 1422/2009 was transferred to 

the learned Sub-Divisional Judicial  Magistrate (S),  Tezpur 

for disposal.  After conclusion of trial, the learned SDJM(S), 

Tezpur convicted the accused/appellant as aforesaid.  

 

3. Being highly aggrieved  and  dissatisfied  with 

the  said  impugned  order,  Judgment  and  conviction,  the 

appellant  has  preferred  this  appeal  on  the  following 

grounds : 

i) that the learned SDJM(S),Tezpur erred both in 

law   and facts in convicting and sentencing the 
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appellant and as such conviction of the appellant 

is liable to be set aside; 

ii) That the learned trial Magistrate’s Judgment and 

her  findings  are  not  based  on  the  settled 

principles of law laid down in this behalf and on 

evidence on record, but it appears  to be more on 

surmises,  conjectures and hypothetical  grounds 

as  well  as  wrong  presumptions  and 

misconceptions of law ;  

iii) that as many as 6 witnesses were examined from 

the  prosecution  side  and  all  of  them are  non-

official  witnesses.  I.O  was  not  examined  to 

prove  the  chargesheet  and  M.O  was  also  not 

examined  to pove the injuries sustained by the 

injured.  There  are  some  vital  contradictions 

found  at  the  time  of  cross-examination  of  the 

prosecuton witnesses and the same could not be 

confirmed  due  to  non-examination  of  the 

Investigating Officer and the said benefit would 

have given to the accused/appellant.  

iv) that  the learned SDJM(S),Tezpur had miserably 

failed to consider the delay of 17 days for filing 

the  ejahar  at  the  time  of  pronouncing  the 

judgment of conviction of accused/appellant.   

v) that the learned SDJM(S),Tezpur  has failed to 

consider  that  not  a  single  witness  had  stated 
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about  rashness  and  negligent  driving  of  the 

accused/appellant  at  the  time  of  cross-

examination ; 

vi) that  the reasons and grounds mentioned in the 

case of the prosecution is highly defective and 

unsafe to convict the accused/appellant. Hence, 

the  impugned  judgment  passed by  the  learned 

trial  court  without  analyzing  and  scrutinizing 

these  patent  defects.  Therefore,  the  Judgment 

and order  of  conviction  passed by  the  learned 

SDJM(S),Tezpur  on  03-03-2011  in  GR  Case 

NO. 1422/09 is liable to be set aside. 

4. I   have   gone  through  the  memo  of  appeal, 

evidenc  of  the  witnesses  recorded  by  the  learned  Trial 

Magistrate as well as the judgment and order passed on 03-

03-2011.  

5. Let me discuss the evidence of the witnesses in 

case of GR Case No. 1422/09.

6. PW 1 is the informant  Nitu Mech. He deposed 

in his evidence that on 21-07-09 at about 9.45 a.m. while his 

father Putul Mech was going towards his office, the accused 

knocked down his father in between the shop of Jiban Kalita 

and Jinimai Mech at Gereki. On receipt of the information 

he went to the spot and found that Jiban Kalita and Jinimai 
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Mech  provided  treatement  to  his  father.  Thereafter,  his 

father  was  taken to  Civil  Hospital.  As his  father  was  not 

recovered  fully,  he  was  taken  to  Patna  for  his  better 

treatment. So, from the statement of the PW 1 it is crystal 

clear that he is not the eye witness to the occurrence. 

7.  PW  2  is  the  victim  Putul  Mech.  From  his 

deposition  it  reveals  that  on  21-07-09  at  about  9.45  a.m. 

while he was going towards his office in his cycle, accused 

was coming in his scooter with a rash and negligent manner 

and knocked him down infront of the shop of Jiban Kalita 

and Jimimai  from his backside. Due to the alleged accident, 

he fell on the ground and his cycle was falling on his chest. 

He received injury on his hand and shoulder and his left side 

hipbone  was  fractured.  As  he  was  not  recovered  in  the 

treatment of Tezpur Civil Hospital, he was shifted to Patna 

for  his  better  treatement.  In  his  cross-examination,  PW 2 

replied that as the scooter was coming from his backside, he 

could  not  say  what  was  the  speed  of  the  vehicle  at  the 

relevant time. The accused was not blowing horn.

8.  PW  3  Smti  Jinimai  Mech  deposed  in  her 

evidence that 21-07-09 at  about 10 a.m. while the injured 

was going towards his office in his cycle, the accused was 

coming from his back side in his scooter with some speed 

and dashed against  the  paddle  of  the  cycle for  which the 
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injured fell on the ground and received injuries on his two 

hands and  legs. She brought the injured into her shop and 

treated him.

9.  PW 4  Ratan Dey stated that the accused while 

coming  in  a  scooter  in  rash  and  negligent  maner  and 

knocked down Putul Mech for which he received injures on 

his chest. But this witness replied in his cross-examination 

that he came to the spot after the incident. 

10. PW 5 Utpal Das is the seizure witness who was 

not present at the time of the incident. 

11. PW 6  is  Jiban  Ch.  Kalita.  He  deposed  in  his 

evidence that on 21-07-2009 at about 9.45 a.m. while Putul 

Mech was going in his cycle towards his office, the accused 

was going in his scooter and both the vehicle dashed against 

each other for which Putul Mech fell on the ground. He was 

taken to his shop and provided treatment. Due to the alleged 

accident,  Putul Mech received injuries on his leg. He was 

treated at Patna and the incident occurred infront of his shop. 

12. So, from the statement of PW 6 who claimed to 

be the eye witness of the case, it appears that he did not utter 

a single word that the accused was driving the vehicle in a 

rash and negligent manner. He rather stated that while the 

accused was driving the scooter and the injured was cycling, 

both the vehicle dashed against each other and Putul Mech 
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fell on the ground. PW 3 also did not say anything regarding 

the speed of the scooter which was driven by the accused 

person  at  the  relevant  time.  This  witness  stated  that  the 

accused  while  coming  in  his  scooter  dashed  against  the 

paddle of the cycle, as such, the injured fell  down on the 

ground. It is seen from the evidence on record that though 

the victim stated that due to the alleged accident his left hip 

bone was fractured but none of the eye witnesses had stated 

that due to the  aforesaid accident any part of the body of 

Putul Mech was fractured. PW 1 Nitu Mech who is the son 

of the victim also did not say anything regarding the fracture 

of his father Putul Mech. 

13.   In this case Medical Officer was not examined 

by  the  prosecution.  But  one  Medico  legal  report  of  the 

victim Putu Mech is available in the record. From the injury 

report of the victim, it  can not be ascertained whether the 

Doctor examined the victim Putul Mech in connection with 

the instant case. There is no mention of any case Number or 

GD Entry No. of any Police Station. Time of examination 

was also  not mentioned. It is seen from the report of the 

Doctor that on X-ray revealed fracture  of femur but no any 

X-ray report of the victim is available in the record.  

14.  Learned counsel for the accused has submitted 

that there was some contradictions on the evidence of the 
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witnesses but the same could not be confirmed due to non-

examination of I.O causing prejudice to the accused person. 

15. The  I.O  was  not  examined  in  this  case.  No 

reason  has  been  assigned  as  to  why  the  I.O  was  not 

examined befre the Trial Court. 

16. On  the  other  hand,  learned  Addl.  Public 

Prosecutor did not say anything regarding non-examination 

of I.O, rather he contended that the examination of I.O in the 

majority of instances is only a formality.

17. But,  I  am  unable  to  accept  this  submission 

because the I.O is the principal architect and executor  of the 

entire investigation. He is a crucial witness for the purpose 

of establishing that there are omissions and contradictions, 

but more importantly, it is always open to the defence to the 

question  the  honesty  and  calibre  of  the  entire  process  of 

investigation.  It  is  well  settled  law  that  where  an 

investigation is defective, insufficient or dishonest that these 

factors prove fatal to the prosecution case. 

In the given instance,  the accused was totally 

precluded from any opportunity of being able to establish the 

infirmities in the prosecution case. 
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The  witnesses  did  not  give  a  clear  picture 

regarding  rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the  accused.  The 

witnesses are  also silent  as  to  what  was the  speed of  the 

offending vehicle at the time of the alleged incident. 

The prosecution has to come forward with the 

clean and definite case for conviction of the accused. If there 

is  a  doubt/suspicion  about  the  manner  of  occurrence,  the 

benefit will certainly go in favour of the accused.

Thus, the prosecution case suffers from material 

infirmity and suspicion regarding the manner of occurrence. 

Besides  that  the  evidence  on  record  is  full  of  inherent 

inconsistencies  and  material  contradictions  for  which  the 

accused is entitled for benefit of doubt. 

18. Thus,  I  find  that  the  prosecution  has  failed  to 

establish  the  charge  against  the  appellant  beyond  all 

reasonable  doubt  as  required  under  the  law.  The  learned 

court below failed to consider meticulously the evidence on 

record  in  proper  perspective  as  the  court  below  erred  in 

coming to the finding of the guilt of the appellant.  

19. In  the  result,  the  Judgment  of  conviction  and 

sentence passed by the learned trial  Court    is  hereby set 

aside  and  the appeal is accordingly allowed.  The appellant 

is acquitted of the charge levelled against him.  
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20. Return  the  LCR  along  with  a  copy  of this 

judgment  to  the  Court  below.

 

21. Given under my hand and seal of this Court, on 

this day, the 2Ist day of January, 2012. 

                                                                      

   (M. Nandi)
                                                               Addl. Sessions 
Judge,
                                                                      Sonitpur,  
Tezpur.        
 

Dictated and  
Corrected by me.

            (M. Nandi)
    Addl. Sessions Judge,
       Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Transcribed and typed by me. 

(R. Hazarika)
Steno. 


